
KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA AFS AKKULAM 
ADMISSION TO CLASS XI (2020-21) 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS& SCHEDULE 
1. Allotment list is published based on KVS admission Guidelines, giving due additional 

weightages for NCC/Scouts & Guides/ Sports etc and category weightage for SC/ ST/ 

OBC etc to all eligible students, as per school records 
2. As there is only one section for Science stream and one section for Commerce 

stream, only a maximum of 55 students will be admitted in each section. 

3. Allotment to various streams and options is done as per availability of seats, option 
submitted and eligibility of students. Those students who couldn't find place in 

science stream have been accommodated in Commerce stream as per seat 

availability. 
Waiting list is published in both Science stream (Biology combination and Compu 

Science combination) and Commerce stream, as per option submitted by students. 

5. Admission from waiting list will be done only based on the vacancy that may arise in 

a particular combination. (Eg: If a Biology combination vacancy is created, candidate 

from biology waiting list will only be admitted. Similarly if a Computer science 

vacancy is created, only candidate from Computer science waiting list will be 

admitted). Students are included in the waiting list of all their higher options, if 

allotment is given in a lower option/any other option ( hence a student may find 

place in one or more waiting list to provide maximum chance for admission) 

6. For taking admission, Students or parents need not come to the Vidyalaya. Instead 

signed and they need to submit an acceptance form for admission, duly filled, 

send to the email admissionkvakkulam@gmail.com on or before 27.07.2020, 2 pm 

(late submitted forms will not be accepted and the seat will be treated as vacant 

to operate from the waiting list from 28.07.2020 onwards. 

7. For students from other schools, vacancies will be notified on 30.07.2020, if vacancy 

exist. 

8. For any queries, please contact 0471-2441266 (Office hours) and 7907051526 or 

may post your queries in the last year's Class X whatsapp group. 
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